EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN - good pay, overtime, benefits
Hydro Chem PSC - Long Beach. F/T Responsible for safety policies and procedures of both the company and the customer, including hands-on information regarding operations, safety, equipment, emergency response and administrative functions. Hands-on operation of manual and automated hydro blasting equipment. Operation of special equipment, such as Ultra High-Pressure pumps. Operate equipment by energizing the pumping equipment and/or any specialized Hydro blasting and/or chemical cleaning equipment, vacuum trucks and cutting equipment being used on the job. May be required to examine surface cleaned to ensure conformance to company and customer expectations. Perform routine maintenance on company equipment being used on the job. Industrial setting, refinery, petrochemical, utilities, pulp and paper mills, etc. High school diploma / GED or equivalent experience. Specific vocational preparation including classroom safety training, on-the-job training and essential experience gained on other jobs. Language proficiency: understand English at a level to comprehend safety training and respond to instructions in emergency situations. Valid driver license and other requirements of company’s driving policy required when driving company vehicle or using personal vehicle on company business. Must be knowledgeable in the operation of emergency equipment, such as fire extinguishers. May have to provide Federal Transportation Workers Identification Credential (TWIC). Must be able to lift 50 lbs., be able to work in confined spaces and in high places. Must be able to pass a 90 day hair follicle test.

https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=b0fb15acf5be4d0e

AUTOCAD ASSOCIATE DETAILER
Artsolute Media Group – Industry. F/T The ideal candidate will need to be passionate about Structural systems, drafting construction drawings, and have a keen eye for details. The individual will need strong communication skills, a positive can-do attitude; and strong mathematical skills in calculations and conversions between metric and imperial systems. This person must be open to learn new and innovative ways in AutoCAD detailing, but also to consistently produce quality construction documents in an agreed time frame will be key to successfully perform in this role. Must have an aptitude for reading and interpreting construction drawings. Well-developed mathematical skills between metric and imperial systems, conversions between millimeters and inches denominations will be common to work with. You must be able to manage and coordinate multiple projects, between the creative and production teams to ensure all projects are correct to the exhibit rules and regulations. Excellent skills in problem-solving on structural systems for design issues. Works well independently as well as collaboratively with Project Managers and Production Managers. Drafting experience in AutoCAD 2015 or higher is required. Experienced in: XRefs, Layers, Plotting, Model Space/ Paper Space, Viewport Scaling, Shortcut Commands. Experience in CNC machine operations is a plus. 3D Max and Adobe Illustrator is a plus. Experience in wood construction is a plus. Bilingual is a plus.

https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=Artsolute-Media-Group&t=AutoCAD+Associate+Detailer&jk=bbefb0bc93cbd805
PLUMBERS HELPER
Eric Kivlen Plumbing - Los Angeles. F/T learns a trade. No experience required but would be helpful. We do new construction multi-unit apartment buildings.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=8020e38b8658d46d

STRUCTURAL WELDER/FABRICATOR
New Steel, Inc. - South El Monte. F/T $18 - $30/hr. Read blueprints & drawings and take or read measurements to plan layout for a specific job. Proficient in the use of oxy fuel torch and plasma cutter. Able to weld MIG or Flux-Core wire in 1G and 2G positions. LA City Certification is a plus. Grind or clean weld joint of work piece. Tack assemblies together. Comply with plant safety procedures to ensure a safe working environment.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=56a28a74af54317a

KIOSK INSTALL TECHNICIAN
Confidential - Los Angeles. $18 - $20/hr. Responsible for the initial set up and testing of all delivery kiosks at our accounts’ business locations. Ensures all kiosk machines are operating and compliant according to company standards. Secure all company assets and property at all times and ensures the safety of the kiosk technician and their counterpart. Maintain a tidy work environment. High school Diploma, GED, associate degree or equivalent. Background in equipment repair and maintenance is required, handyman experience welcome. Prior experience in retail, merchandising, field operations or customer service. Ability to lift 25- 50 lbs.; can bend, kneel and stand for extended periods of time. Must have an excellent driving record with a valid driver's license. Maintain a clean and professional work appearance.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=Genius-Fund&t=Kiosk+Install+Technician&jk=38ceb6dd50c2c0fd

LOW VOLTAGE CABLING INSTALLER/TECHNICIAN
Dynamic Networks - Los Angeles. Part-time. Travel will be required around the Greater Los Angeles area. You are able to work independently as well as in a team setting You display professionalism, are courteous and have good customer service skills You are able to follow basic instructions You have good problem solving and troubleshooting skills You have a solid understanding of low-voltage wiring & pulling You have solid knowledge of audio & visual connections You have basic hardware skills You possess your own set of hand tools You are able to lift a min of 50 lbs. You must be comfortable at various heights on ladders, scaffolding or related equipment You must have a valid driver’s license You are available for short-term travel You are willing to complete other duties as assigned by supervisor You are inclined to learning and growing with our organization **Experience with IP & digital camera installations are a plus.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=Dynamic-Networks&t=Low+Voltage+Cabling+Installer+Technician&jk=babe988cb02fcee8
SPOT WELDER ASSISTANT
Hydroform USA - Carson. F/T, M-F 5-1:30 p.m., OT when required, Saturday 5-10 a.m. Entry Level $13-$14/hr. Some Experience $14-$16/hr. Assist Spot Welder in prepping, organizing detail parts and assemblies for the resistance welding process. Able to lift 50 lbs.
https://app.testedrecruits.com/posting/4940

PLANNER TRAINEE - Torrance
Southern California Edison – Torrance. As a Planner Trainee you will receive hands-on training to develop and prepare estimates, work orders, drawings, construction plans, and bills of materials used at the planning stage of new engineering and construction in small to medium-sized residential and commercial/industrial projects. As a trainee, you get six months paid training on a full-time basis. The program includes formal classroom training in Chino, CA combined with on-the-job training at your future work location. Once you successfully pass SPDP, you will graduate to become a full-fledged, bona fide Service Planner. Driving through our scenic 50,000 square mile service territory to meet, interact, and partner with onsite team members and customers to review job requests and project designs Using techie tools like AutoCAD to prepare work orders for field construction crews. Investigating and resolving customer inquiries regarding electrical lines and equipment. Coordinating activities with all different kinds of people from customers, drafting technicians and engineers to other utilities, local governments and construction crews. Managing follow-through, policies, procedures, rules, rates, completion dates, and ensuring compliance of electrical designs. Occasionally lifting things. Typically less than 40 lbs. working in various weather conditions. Possibly even in some remote regions—the coast, desert, mountains across California. Maintaining a safety "own it" mindset where you choose to be safe for what and who you value. One or more years of experience, training, or education in any of the following fields: Drafting, Mapping, Architecture, Construction, Engineering, or Electrical. Three or more years of customer service experience building relationships, identifying needs, and resolving issues. One or more years of experience working and coordinating several projects/assignments concurrently, adjusting to shifting priorities, and meeting deadlines. A valid U.S. Driver License.
https://www.edisoncareers.com/ShowJob/Id/786958/Planner%20Trainee%20%20%20Tor
rance

CERTIFIED WELDER/FABRICATOR
Cinnabar California - Los Angeles. www.cinnabar.com F/T,willing to come to work on time and prepared to work overtime on some days. $20 - $30/hr. Strong Fabrication background for specialty Fabrication, assembly, etc. Willing to stand for prolonged periods of time and be part of an open, collaborative work culture. Broad knowledge of shop equipment and have the ability to ask questions if they do not. - be able to demonstrate ability to weld using GMAW, FCAW and GTAW. - be able to read and interpret construction drawings. - be able to read Welding blueprints and symbols. - have the ability to produce sound, consistent welds in accordance with AWS Specifications. Hourly rate based on experience and position. L.A. City Certification is a plus Benefits Available to full-time staff after 2 full months.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=4d94c18a57cd312a

www.socalroc.com
CABLE INSTALLER ENTRY LEVEL
Sunshine Communications Inc - Los Angeles. FT $30,000 - $80,000/yr. be able to work 5-6 days per week. Experienced and Entry Level Technicians to Install: Video, Phone, and Internet Services in residential homes in the Orange County area. Experience is a plus but not necessary. We are willing to train the right candidate with the "can do" attitude with no experience. We provide both formal and "on the job "training on a continuous basis to achieve positive results. Have a clean Truck, SUV or Van capable of handling a 28 ft. ladder. Employees use their own vehicle and are reimbursed for their use. Must pass a drug and extensive background screen. No recently suspended Driver's license. Must have a good driving record--limited tickets--No recent DUI's Must have valid DL and Registration with Auto Insurance Ability to manage and utilize a 28 ft. ladder (75 lbs.) Have good communication and customer service skills--Polite and professional Must be able to read, write and communicate effectively in English Must be quality conscious and take pride in your work Be able to work comfortably indoors and outdoors Use various hand tools. Cannot be afraid of heights. Maintain a Positive Attitude. We are looking for motivated and reliable candidates who want be part of the best team in the business. Call us today to set up an interview. Application Questions You have requested that indeed ask candidates the following questions: Are you in Santa Ana, CA 92705? Do you have the following license or certification: Driver's License? Are you willing to undergo a background check, in accordance with local law/regulations?
Call Jim @ (619) 254-3130 for more information. Please specify what location you are interested in working in. https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=SUNSHINE-COMMUNICATIONS-INC&t=Cable+Installer+Entry+Level&jk=a5ee6c8441f3f35e

GENERAL LABOR/MAINTENANCE (F/T)
Compass Group - Los Angeles. If you have a positive attitude and a love for learning Assists with the day-to-day upkeep, maintenance and smooth operation of the building and campus. Repairs, maintains and assists in the installation of vending machines and equipment. Provides quality customer service by providing one-on-one attention to detail. Cleans and polishes furniture and fixtures. Performs minor repairs to doors, fixtures and furniture. Records information from meters and gauges at specified intervals to verify operating conditions. Makes adjustments and minor repairs to heating, cooling, ventilating, plumbing and electrical systems. Regularly replaces HVAC air filters. Monitors building security and safety by performing such tasks as locking doors after operating hours and checking electrical appliance use to ensure that hazards are not created. Moves heavy furniture, equipment and supplies either manually or by using hand trucks. Mows and trims lawns and shrubbery, using mowers and hand and power trimmers; clears debris. Notifies managers about the need for major repairs or additions to building operating systems. Removes snow from sidewalks, driveways and parking areas. Sets up, arranges and removes decorations, tables, chairs, ladders and scaffolding to prepare facilities for events. Ad-hoc cleaning of building floors by sweeping, mopping, scrubbing or vacuuming; gathers and empties trash; services, cleans and supplies restrooms. Drives vehicles required to perform work. Valid Non-CDL Class C driver's license may be required.
https://careers.compassgroupcareers.com/jobs/333979
TIG WELDER - ASAP
Rick’s Welding and Fabrication – Torrance. Good quality work needed for a roll cage for a 1950’s sandrail that’s all modified and tacked perfectly. Needs all-around welds on 16 gauge mild steel. Skilled and mature.
Call Rosie at (310) 600-3793.

BILINGUAL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
LB Villa Park Mobile Home Estates - Long Beach. F/T $14.50/hr. English/Spanish. Respond to all service requests directed by the Property Manager and Maintenance Supervisor and must be completed in a timely and professional manner. Assist in maintaining the exterior of the property daily to provide clean and acceptable curb appeal at all times. Alert Maintenance Supervisor and Property Manager of any potential liabilities or repairs. Strong attention to detail, organized, time-management and problem solving skills. Superior customer service skills including the ability to manage difficult customers and/or situations. Ability to work independently. Dependable. Background screening will be conducted. Drug-free workplace. One year of experience in property management maintenance, or other building/trade-related experience assist and support in the required property management maintenance necessary to maintain curb appeal and the overall appearance and quality of the property. Working knowledge of general grounds maintenance, repairs and maintenance for electrical, water and gas systems, construction skills. Knowledge of OSHA, safety, and HCD regulations a plus. Prepare and perform all necessary repairs to vacant mobile homes for new residents.
Submit a letter of interest and a work history listing: previous employers, certifications earned, in “PDF format” only. https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=LB-Villa-Park-Mobile-Home-Estates&t=Maintenance+Technician&jk=236ee04bb5d4d551

APPRENTICE PLUMBER
Top Mechanical Plumbers Inc. - Los Angeles. F/T $11 - $14/hr. Reliable, organized, high-quality people with a strong work ethic. Willing to train the right candidate. Experience in commercial construction is a plus. Including but not limited to: Copper systems, cast iron, underground waste systems, gas system. Apprentice Requirements: Willing to learn. Works well under supervision must follow directions rapidly and efficiently. Punctual. Basic construction experience. Quick-learner, strong work ethic. Reliable, hard-working, trustworthy. All applicants must have their own basic tools and reliable transportation. They may also be subject to a drug test.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=43cd6f0ac86795f2

FIXTURE INSTALLER/ MERCHANDISING
Upstate Construction and Development Services LLC - Los Angeles. F/T $15 - $20/hr. We are fixture display installers and a full merchandising company. We work in the big box retail market. We are looking for project leads and crew members.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=Upstate-Const.-and-Development-Serv&t=Fixture+Installer&jk=eb20ab324671a6d9